ABSTRACT

The Prometheus Design Tool (PDT) is an agent development tool that supports the Prometheus design methodology and includes features like automated code generation. We enhance this tool by adding a feature that allows the automated unit testing of agents that are built from within PDT.
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1. PROMETHEUS AND PDT

Prometheus [7] is an agent development methodology for building agent systems. It defines a detailed development process that consists of System specification, High-level design and Detailed design.

The Prometheus Design Tool (PDT)\(^1\) is a freely available tool that supports the Prometheus methodology. PDT provides a graphical interface for the specification and design phases of the methodology, allowing the designer to enter and edit diagrams and descriptors for entities. PDT also includes features such as consistency checking, report generation, protocol specification and code generation.

Code generation is a key feature of PDT that supports the implementation phase, maintaining consistency between design and code. Skeleton code can be generated from the detailed design of agents in PDT. Currently the code generated is in the JACK agent-oriented programming language [3].

We have extended PDT to incorporate a unit testing framework which we have developed [11] that uses both the agent system design and the implementation of it.

2. THE TESTING FRAMEWORK

\(^1\)http://www.cs.rmit.edu.au/agents/pdt

Figure 1: Agent Component Hierarchy

The lack of proper testing mechanisms for agent systems is still a hindrance to the uptake of agent technology. Although some principles can be generalized from testing of object oriented systems [2], there are also aspects which are clearly different and that require knowledge of the underlying agent paradigm. For example, in many agent system development paradigms there is a concept of an event which triggers selection of one of some number of identified plans, depending on the situation. If one of these plans is actually never used, then this is likely to indicate an error.

We have developed a testing framework [11], which automatically generates and executes unit test cases for an agent system based on its design model (developed in PDT). The testing framework is based on the notion of model based testing [1] which proposes that testing be in some way based on design models of the system. The Prometheus methodology has well developed structured models that are suitable as a basis for model based testing. The design model provides information against which the implemented system can be tested, and also provide an indication of the kind of faults that one might discover as part of a testing process.

Figure 1 outlines the components of an agent within the Prometheus design.\(^2\) An agent may consist of plans, events and belief-sets, some of which may be encapsulated into capabilities. Percepts and incoming messages are inputs to the agent, while actions and outgoing messages are outputs from the agent. We identify plans, events and belief-sets as the units subject to testing. In our current implementation we do not test belief-sets, which is left for future work.

When we consider a plan as a single unit we test if the plan is ever used, does it complete? and does it post the events as indicated in its design? Some plans may form a cyclic structure if plan A posts an event that is handled by Plan B, and plan B posts an event handled by plan A. For such plans we test if the cycle exist at run-time, and whether the cycle is finite. In the case of an event, we test if the event is handled by some plan (coverage) and if it is handled by

\(^2\)Other agent oriented methodologies use similar constructs.
The testing process consists of the following four phases.

**Generation of the testing order** - The dependency between units in an agent system determines the order in which the units are to be tested. For example, a plan may fail because of the failure of one of its subtask plans. So a plan should be tested after all its subtask plans to avoid the affects from the subtasks.

**Development of test cases** - The test cases are generated utilizing the variables defined in the Prometheus design model of the system. Existing techniques of variable combinations and pairwise testing are applied. The test cases are generated to catch potential faults that occur at run-time. We have defined the kinds of faults expected for the different units.

**Code augmentation** - The code of the agent system under test is augmented with special testing code to facilitate the testing process.

**Testing and report generation** - The test case execution is also an automated process, similar to all the above. During this process a report that contains a summary of the testing and a detailed analysis is generated. Although not currently implemented we hope to incorporate an interactive feature where the developer may input test cases to the test system during this process if necessary.

3. **TESTING WITHIN PDT**

We have integrated the above testing framework into PDT and is available under the **Tools** menu option within PDT. In order to use the feature, the **detailed design** of the components to be tested should be completed and the code implemented in the JACK agent language (it is recommended that the code generation feature within PDT is used to generate the skeleton code). The system may be partial, but must be executable at runtime as the tests are performed by executing the components with augmented code. For example, if the system design has five agents, and only two of them are to be tested, the user only needs to ensure complete code for these two agents such that they are executable. This completed code of the units to be tested is called the **system under test (SUT)**.

When the SUT is tested, the code is copied to a testing directory, augmented to incorporate testing specific code and the **test driver** component which generates and executes the test cases. Figure 2 outlines the runtime testing process for a plan unit of the SUT.

4. **DISCUSSION AND RELATED WORK**

There has been some research on agent testing. However, they do not support an existing agent development methodology and embedded into a design tool as presented in this work. Some of them only concentrate on testing for path-coverage [6] or behavioral properties [12] of abstract BDI agents. Some look at agents as the base unit, studied the message-based [9] or state-based [10] model of agents, and performed black-box testing. Caire et al.[4] describe an original testing framework for agent-based system, but do not discuss the implementation details.

Most of the above work is based on conformance testing, which tests if the system meets the business requirements and are restricted to black-box testing. In contrast to these approaches, our work looks at fault-directed testing which tests the internal processes of the system and not the business requirements. Our approach is also integrated with the design methodology and supports testing at early stages of development.

In this work we have only addressed unit testing, in future work we will extend this work to include integration testing. To this end, we expect to build on existing work such as [8, 5]. The former described a debugger which, similar to this work, used design artefacts of the Prometheus methodology to provide debugging information at run-time. The latter presented a unit testing approach for multi-agent systems based on the use of Mock-Agents, where each Mock-Agent tests a single role of an agent under various scenarios.
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